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1 As Washington left office, he issued a FarewellFarewell AddressAddress . In the address, he
warned against the dangers of political parties and he cautioned future
governments to avoid political alliances. Whether the United States would
follow his advice? That remained to be seen.

Washington never actually
gave the address as a speech. It
was just published in several
newspapers.

<---- Actual newspaper

2 John Adams (Federalist) ran
against Thomas Jefferson
(Republican) in the election of
1796. Both candidates were
attacked by the opposing side.
Jefferson was called a coward
for his actions during the
Revolutionary War, and Adams’
“rotund” size was pointed out in
newspapers. Jefferson and
Adams didn’t participate in any
of the fighting, so they remained
friends. The total campaign
actually only lasted 6 weeks in
total.

In 1796, the candidate with the
most votes became President,
and the candidate in second
place became the
Vice-President.. When the ballots
were counted, Adams became
President, and Jefferson was his
Vice-President.
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4
TheThe XYZXYZ AffairAffair - France and Britain were at war, and American trading
ships attempted to continue to try and trade with both countries. The
French often seized American trading ships and took their cargo. Adams
tried to solve the issue by sending over diplomats (people who represent
the U.S in other countries) to negotiate with the French.

The French foreign minister, Charles Talleyrand, refused to meet with the
diplomats unless they paid a bribe of 250,000 and offered a loan to the
French government of 10 million..

5
This action infuriated Adams, He refused to pay the bribe, or issue the
loan. He then released the diplomatic report to the public. The names of
the French agents were crossed out, and they were called X, Y and Z
instead. The situation became known as the XYZ Affair. Because of the
affair, the Federalists were able to expand the army and navy and raise
taxes.

Adams was later able to negotiate an agreement with the new leader of
France, Napoleon Bonaparte.
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Summarize what you’ve just learned:

TheThe AlienAlien andand SeditionSedition ActsActs - Adams had grown quite sensitive to criticism
towards him and other Federalists in the government. As result, he willingly
signed into law three acts which limited the rights of Americans.

TheThe AlienAlien ActsActs actually consisted of three laws. The first lengthened the
time it took for an individual to become a citizen from 5 to 14 years. The
second made it possible for the president to deport Americans he thought
were dangerous. The third made it possible for the president to deport any
citizen he felt were from a unfriendly nation. All three of these laws were
created to target the French.
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